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The Need for and Benefits of Standard Past Performance Forms: 
Past Performance Information Forms (PPIFs) 


 
Background 
The Smart Contracting Working Group was formed under the Acquisition and Business Policy Council 
(ABPC) of the Professional Service Council (PSC) to work with government to improve the contracting 
process and ultimately to reduce the cost burden on the taxpayer. Commonsense policies and 
consistently applied procedures for how and when the government acquires services can greatly 
enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of the federal acquisition system. In many areas, 
improvements to government business and buying policy—whether through statute, regulations, or 
agency guidance—will lead to positive outcomes that far exceed the magnitude of the changes 
themselves. This initiative was undertaken to focus on improving the inconsistent solicitation of past 
performance information from professional services contractors. 
 
Current State 
Every time a services acquisition is made of almost any magnitude, past performance of the offerors is 
considered in the purchase decision. The majority of government acquisitions are competed, both at the 
Contract/Agreement and again at the Task Order level. Typically, past performance information in the 
form of three to five past performance citations (plus in many cases past performance questionnaires) is 
collected directly from the offerors as delineated in the solicitation. 
 
Solicitation preparers devise past performance solicitation instructions, tailoring the format and content 
requested to meet the perceived needs of each solicitation. This is in spite of the availability of the 
current system of contractor (past) performance information available in CPARS/PPIRS.  
 
Offerors spend considerable time and resources interpreting solicitations, including the past 
performance instructions, and developing, formatting, reviewing and finalizing their past performance 
citations practically from scratch in response to each of these unique solicitation requirements. 
 
Cost Impact 
The estimated $3.3B annual aggregate cost of this activity (see Attachment C calculation) is primarily 
borne by the government, directly through acquisition and program personnel costs and indirectly 
through contractor overhead and general and administrative costs. While we strongly believe that 
evaluation of past performance information is a crucial component of a well-executed acquisition, there 
is an opportunity to conduct this process in a more efficient and cost effective manner. Adopting and 
institutionalizing standard past performance solicitation data, forms and formats would drastically 
reduce the burden caused by the unnecessary uniqueness observed across the government professional 
services market on both the government and industry. Savings based on widespread adoption are 
calculated at $1.6B per year (see Attachment C calculation). 
 
Other Impact 
Bids and proposals in the government contracting market have become a specialized profession in the 
same manner that government acquisition has. Time, energy and resources devoted to this “art and 
science” are time, energy and resources not devoted to other things such as enhanced proposal solution 
development, direct mission accomplishment or advancing technologies. The opportunity costs 
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associated with unnecessary uniqueness in our business and procurement processes are not easily 
quantifiable but their presence and impact are widespread. 
 
Recommendation 
Industry representatives on our working group have evaluated dozens of past performance templates 
from actual solicitations and consolidated their requirements into a standard format. Adoption of the 
Standard Past Performance Information Form (PPIF) (see Attachment A) will save enormous resources 
for both the government and industry to be used in more productive pursuits and to reduce the overall 
burden to the taxpayer. 
 
Accomplish widespread use of this standard format through the following actions: 


● Publish and provide the Standard Past Performance Information Form where it can be easily 
found and accessed by all government and industry personnel. 


● Provide brief, practical, clear, always accessible and virtual how-to-use guidance alongside the 
published form. 


● Prescribe the use of the Standard Past Performance Information Form and flow this down into 
agency and acquisition activity instruction and guidance. 


● Manage and monitor actual use with automated exception reporting. 
● As the use of the Standard Past Performance Information Form takes hold, integrate the form 


and process into the PPIRS/CPARS system and governing regulations (and subsequently the 
Integrated Award Environment (IAE)) of collecting and using past performance information. 


 
 
Attachments: 


A) Standard Past Performance Information Form 
B) Standard Past Performance Information Form Field Instructions 
C) Past Performance Information Form Cost Calculation 


 
 
 
 
  








Standard Past Performance Information Form Field Instructions 
 
Reference Offeror Name:  Name of contractor who performed this referenced work. 
Role on this Solicitation:  Select “Prime” or “Subcontractor.”  
Reference Offeror CAGE Code:  CAGE Code of contractor who performed this referenced work.  
Reference Offeror DUNS:  DUNS of contractor who performed this referenced work.  
 
Contract Number, Order Number or Other Identifier:     
Contract Number including all relevant identifiers necessary to identify the reference in FPDS  
Contract Number, Schedule Number, ID/IQ Number, BPA Number, Task Order, etc.)  
 
Contract Name:  Common name or acronym of the specific referenced work.  
Contract Type(s): Contract type (include multiple if necessary) e.g. CPFF, CPAF, T&M, FPLOE, FFP 
 
Primary Location(s) and Addresses of Performance: 
Primary location(s) and addresses where the work was performed.  
 
Agency/Customer Name and Location Name: e.g. NAVSEA HQ, Washington Navy Yard, etc.  
 
Agency/Customer Technical POC Agency/Customer Contractual POC  
Name     Name      
Title     Title      
email     email      
Phone     Phone      
          
CONTRACT VALUE   POP Ceiling Invoiced (Add lines as necessary)  
Period 1          
Period 2          
Period 3          
Period 4          
Period 5          
TOTAL VALUE    $0 $0     
          
Description of Work Performed   
        
List the role of all Major Subcontractors performing greater than 10% of the work    
Subcontractor   Work Performed   Total Dollar Value   
  
Relevance to Work Required by Solicitation         
      
Other Significant Achievements, Successes, Challenges and obstacles that were encountered during 
performance that were overcome, if any.        
  
 
TOTAL FORM INPUT SHALL NOT EXCEED 2 PAGES (Not Smaller than 10 Pt. Font) 








Solicitation #: 
Contract Number that is Subject of the PPQ:  
Offeror Name: Offeror CAGE Code:
Offeror DUNS:
Name of Firm that is Subject of PPQ if other than the Offeror:
CAGE Code of Firm that is Subject of PPQ if other than the Offeror:
DUNS of Firm that is Subject of PPQ if other than the Offeror:
Dollar Value of Contract: Contract Type:
Period of Performance (PoP) of Contract:


PAST PERFORMANCE QUESTIONNAIRE (PPQ)


Instructions for PPQ Form


The purpose of this form is to collect contractor past performance information that is not already available in CPARS/PPIRS. If there is a 
CPARS report on file for this same contract and PoP, do not initiate a PPQ. 


This form is not intended to be tailored. If additional information regarding specific aspects of contractor performance are critical to a 
source selection decision, that information should be addressed in the solicitation instructions and evaluation criteria. However, space to 
include up to 2 additional factors for the PPQ evaluator to rate contractor performance on is included in the Ratings by Factor section below.


Reference Data Contractor Provided


Name of Evaluator:
Role in Relation to the Work Being Evaluated:
Title: Phone Number:
E-mail: Agency or Organization:
PoP Being Evaluated on this Form:


Reference Data Evaluator Provided


Narrative Description of Rated Contractor’s Performance


Quality: Schedule:
Cost Control: Management:
Utilization of Small Business: Regulatory Compliance:


Ratings by Factor


(1) (2)


Other Areas


Additional Comments


DateSignature







Evaluation Rating Definitions


RATING DEFINITION


Exceptional
Performance met contractual requirements and exceeded many to the Government’s benefit. Contractual 
performance was accomplished with few minor problems for which corrective actions taken by the 
contractor were highly effective.


Very Good
Performance met contractual requirements and exceeded some to the Government’s benefit. Contractual 
performance was accomplished with some minor problems for which corrective actions taken by the 
contractor were effective.


Satisfactory Performance met contractual requirements. Contractual performance contained some minor problems for 
which corrective actions taken by the contractor were satisfactory.


Marginal
Performance did not meet some contractual requirements. Contractual performance reflected a serious 
problem for which the contractor did not identify corrective actions. The contractor’s proposed actions 
were only marginally effective or were not fully implemented.


Unsatisfactory
Performance did not meet most contractual requirements. Contractual performance contained a serious 
problem(s) for which the contractor’s corrective actions were ineffective.


Evaluation Rating Definitions for the Small Business Subcontracting Evaluation Factor


RATING DEFINITION


Exceptional


Exceeded all statutory goals or goals as negotiated. Had exceptional success with initiatives to assist, 
promote, and utilize small business (SB), small disadvantaged business (SDB), women-owned small 
business (WOSB), HUBZone small business, veteran-owned small business (VOSB) and service disabled 
veteran owned small business (SDVOSB). Complied with FAR 52.219-8, Utilization of Small Business 
Concerns. Exceeded any other small business participation requirements incorporated in the contract/
order, including the use of small businesses in mission critical aspects of the program. Went above and 
beyond the required elements of the subcontracting plan and other small business requirements of the 
contract/order. Completed and submitted Individual Subcontract Reports and/or Summary Subcontract 
Reports in an accurate and timely manner.


Very Good


Met all of the statutory goals or goals as negotiated. Had significant success with initiatives to assist, promote 
and utilize SB, SDB, WOSB, HUBZone, VOSB, and SDVOSB. Complied with FAR 52.219-8, Utilization of Small 
Business Concerns. Met or exceeded any other small business participation requirements incorporated 
in the contract/order, including the use of small businesses in mission critical aspects of the program. 
Endeavored to go above and beyond the required elements of the subcontracting plan. Completed and 
submitted Individual Subcontract Reports and/or Summary Subcontract Reports in an accurate and timely 
manner.


Satisfactory


Demonstrated a good faith effort to meet all of the negotiated subcontracting goals in the various socio-
economic categories for the current period. Complied with FAR 52.219-8, Utilization of Small Business 
Concerns. Met any other small business participation requirements included in the contract/order. Fulfilled 
the requirements of the subcontracting plan included in the contract/order. Completed and submitted 
Individual Subcontract Reports and/or Summary Subcontract Reports in an accurate and timely manner.


Marginal


Deficient in meeting key subcontracting plan elements. Deficient in complying with FAR 52.219-8, Utilization 
of Small Business Concerns, and any other small business participation requirements in the contract/
order. Did not submit Individual Subcontract Reports and/or Summary Subcontract Reports in an accurate 
or timely manner. Failed to satisfy one or more requirements of a corrective action plan; however, showed 
an interest in bringing performance to a satisfactory level and demonstrated a commitment to apply the 
necessary resources to do so. Required a corrective action plan.


Unsatisfactory


Noncompliant with FAR 52.219-8 and 52.219-9, and any other small business participation requirements 
in the contract/order. Did not submit Individual Subcontract Reports and/or Summary Subcontract Reports 
in an accurate or timely manner. Showed little interest in bringing performance to a satisfactory level or 
was generally uncooperative. Required a corrective action plan.





		Contract Number including all relevant identifiers necessary to identify the reference in FPDS (Contract Number, Schedule Number, ID/IQ, Number, BPA Number, Task Order, Etc): 

		Name of contractor who performed the work being evaluated if other than offeror name above: 

		CAGE code of contractor who performed the work being evaluated if other than offeror name above: 

		DUNS number of contractor who performed the work being evaluated if other than offeror name above: 

		Contract type (include multiples if necessary) CPFF, CPAF, T&M, FPLOE, FFP, etc: 

		Phone Number: 

		Email: 

		Agency or Organization: 

		Dropdown5: [N/A]

		Dropdown6: [N/A]

		Other Area (1): 

		Other Area (2): 

		Dropdown7: [N/A]

		Indicate period of performance being evaluated: 

		Name of prime contractor submitting the proposal that this past performance is relevant to: 

		CAGE code of the prime contractor submitting the proposal that this past performance is relevant to: 

		DUNS number of the prime contractor submitting the proposal that this past performance is relevant to: 

		Awarded dollar value of entire contract cited above: 

		Period of performance of the contract cited above: 

		What role the evaluator performed in relation to this contract (e: 

		g: 

		 Contracting Officer, Program Manager): 





		Official title of the evaluator: 

		Indicate the period of performance being evaluated: 

		Provide a brief narrative addressing specific strengths, weaknesses, deficiencies, or other comments which may assist in this evaluation: 

		Dropdown3: [N/A]

		Dropdown4: [N/A]

		Dropdown2: [N/A]

		Dropdown1: [N/A]

		Provide any additional comments regarding the performance of the contractor not covered in the questions above: 

		[EVALUATOR COMPLETES THIS AND ALL REMAINING SECTIONS]  Name of the person providing the evaluation of performance: 

		[CONTRACTOR COMPLETES THIS SECTION]  Enter solicitation number of the procurement that this past performance is being submitted to support: 
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The Need for and Benefits of Standard Past Performance Forms: 
Past Performance Questionnaires (PPQs) 


 
Background 
The Smart Contracting Working Group was formed under the Acquisition and Business Policy Council (ABPC) of 
the Professional Service Council (PSC) to work with government to improve the contracting process and 
ultimately to reduce the cost burden on the taxpayer. Commonsense policies and consistently applied 
procedures for how and when the government acquires services can greatly enhance the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the federal acquisition system. In many areas, improvements to government business and buying 
policy—whether through statute, regulations, or agency guidance—will lead to positive outcomes that far 
exceed the magnitude of the changes themselves. This initiative was undertaken to focus on improving the 
inconsistent and duplicative use of past performance questionnaires in solicitations for professional services. 
 
Current State 
Every time a services acquisition is made of almost any magnitude, past performance of the offerors is 
considered in the purchase decision. The majority of government acquisitions are competed, both at the 
Contract/Agreement and again at the Task Order level. In many cases Past Performance Questionnaires (PPQs) 
are imposed wherein the offeror has a limited amount of time to convince several (typically 3) of their current or 
past clients to complete a PPQ.  
 
These questionnaires are non-standard, paper-based surveys that include both rating choices along multiple 
spectra and narrative comments. A wide range of formats, factors, rating scales and narrative sections are used. 
One form in use, for example (see USAF Past Performance Evaluation Guide PPQ guidance), asks the PPQ 
evaluator to rate the contractor on 28 factors and complete 6 separate narrative blocks in addition to 
completing 17 fill-ins.  
 
This particular example also includes an element that is a significant issue in the way that this data is being 
collected. The issue is that the PPQ instructions promote the completion of the form such that specific rating 
scores are selected over others based on the requested response format. The way this example reads is that 
PPQ evaluators are asked to “discuss each and every response for which you indicated B/E (Blue/Exceptional), 
Y/M (Yellow/Marginal) or R/U (Red/Unsatisfactory) in response to the questions above (use additional sheets, if 
necessary).” If a PPQ evaluator rated any of the 28 factors something other than “satisfactory” or “very good” (2 
out of 6 possible responses), they would need to write an additional narrative for each one, for a combined total 
of as many as 45 narrative sections. Clearly there are incentives built into these questionnaires that skew the 
ratings collected, bringing into question the validity and accuracy of the information received and used to make 
contract award decisions. 
 
Solicitation preparers devise past performance solicitation instructions including PPQs, tailoring the format and 
content requested to meet the perceived needs of each solicitation. This is in spite of the availability of the 
current system of contractor (past) performance information available in CPARS/PPIRS.  
 
Offerors spend considerable time and resources interpreting solicitations, including the completion of PPQs. The 
completion of PPQs requires government and other clients to divert their attention away from their mission 
focus and, on accelerated and immovable timelines, complete and submit these arcane and at times 
indecipherable questionnaires that, as noted, frequently provide skewed information to proposal evaluators.  
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There have been a few attempts by agencies to standardize this process, most notably by NAVFAC/USACE with 
their joint PPQ-0 form. To date, however, these efforts and initiatives have not gone far enough to eliminate 
inconsistencies, flawed data collection and onerous impositions of duplicative data collection.  
 
Cost Impact 
The estimated $1.8B annual aggregate cost of this activity (see Attachment C calculation) is primarily borne by 
the government, directly through acquisition and program personnel costs and indirectly through contractor 
overhead and general and administrative costs. While we strongly believe that evaluation of past performance 
information is a crucial component of a well-executed acquisition, there is an opportunity to conduct this 
process in a more efficient and cost effective manner. Adopting and institutionalizing a standard PPQ form and 
format would drastically reduce the burden of the unnecessary uniqueness observed across the government 
professional services market on both the government and industry. Savings based on widespread adoption are 
calculated at nearly $790M per year (see Attachment C calculation). 
 
Other Impact 
Bids and proposals in the government contracting market have become a specialized profession in the same 
manner that government acquisition has. Time, energy and resources devoted to this “art and science” are time, 
energy and resources not devoted to other things such as enhanced proposal solution development, direct 
mission accomplishment or advancing technologies. The opportunity costs associated with unnecessary 
uniqueness in our business and procurement processes are not easily quantifiable but their presence and impact 
are widespread. 
 
In the case of PPQs, the time, energy and resources being allocated to their completion includes that of 
numerous government personnel. 
 
Recommendation 
Industry representatives in our working group have evaluated dozens of PPQ templates from actual solicitations 
and consolidated their requirements into a standard format. Adoption of the Standard PPQ Form (PPQ) (see 
Attachment A) will save enormous resources for both the government and industry to be used in more 
productive pursuits and to reduce the overall burden to the taxpayer. 
 
Accomplish widespread use of this standard format through the following actions: 


● Publish and provide the Standard PPQ Form where it can be easily found and accessed by all 
government and industry personnel. 


● Provide brief, practical, clear, always accessible and virtual how-to-use guidance alongside the published 
form. 


● Prescribe the use of the Standard PPQ Form and flow this down into agency and acquisition activity 
instruction and guidance. 


● Manage and monitor actual use with automated exception reporting. 
● As the use of the Standard PPQ Form takes hold, integrate the form and process into the PPIRS/CPARS 


system and governing regulations (and subsequently the Integrated Award Environment (IAE)) of 
collecting and using past performance information. 


 
 
Attachments: 


A) Standard Past Performance Questionnaire 
B) Standard Past Performance Questionnaire Field Instructions 
C) Past Performance Questionnaire Cost Calculation  








Standard Past Performance Questionnaire Field Instructions 
 


PAST PERFORMANCE QUESTIONNAIRE (PPQ) 


Instructions for PPQ form Overarching instructions for use of this form 


The purpose of this form is to collect 
contractor past performance information that 
is not already available in CPARS/PPIRS. 


If there is a CPARS report on file for this same contract and PoP, 
do not initiate a PPQ. 


This form is not intended to be tailored. If additional information regarding specific aspects of contractor 
performance are critical to a source selection decision, that information should be addressed in the solicitation 
instructions and evaluation criteria. However, space to include up to 2 additional factors for the PPQ evaluator 
to rate contractor performance on is included in the Ratings by Factor section below. 


Reference Data contractor provided Contractor completes this section 


Solicitation # Enter solicitation number of the procurement that this past 
performance is being submitted to support 


Contract number that is subject of the PPQ Contract Number including all relevant identifiers necessary to 
identify the reference in FPDS (Contract Number, Schedule 
Number, ID/IQ, Number, BPA Number, Task Order, Etc) 


Offeror name Name of prime contractor submitting the proposal that this 
past performance is relevant to  


Offeror CAGE Code CAGE code of the prime contractor submitting the proposal 
that this past performance is relevant to  


Offeror DUNS DUNS number of the prime contractor submitting the proposal 
that this past performance is relevant to 


Name of firm that is subject of PPQ if other 
than the offeror 


Name of contractor who performed the work being evaluated 
if other than offeror name above 


CAGE Code of firm that is subject of PPQ if 
other than the offeror 


CAGE code of contractor who performed the work being 
evaluated if other than offeror name above 


DUNS of firm that is subject of PPQ if other 
than the offeror 


DUNS number of contractor who performed the work being 
evaluated if other than offeror name above 


Dollar value of contract Awarded dollar value of entire contract cited above 


Contract type Contract type (include multiples if necessary) CPFF, CPAF, T&M, 
FPLOE, FFP, etc. 


Period of Performance (PoP) of contract Period of performance of the contract cited above 


Reference Data evaluator provided Evaluator completes this and all remaining sections 


Name of evaluator Name of the person providing the evaluation of performance 


Role in relation to the work being evaluated What role the evaluator performed in relation to this contract 
(e.g. Contracting Officer, Program Manager) 


Title Official title of the evaluator 


Phone number   


email   


Agency or organization   


PoP being evaluated on this form Indicate the period of performance being evaluated 







Narrative description of rated contractor's 
performance 


Provide a brief narrative addressing specific strengths, 
weaknesses, deficiencies, or other comments which may assist 
in this evaluation 


Ratings by Factor   


Quality Select the rating that best describes the performance of the 
contractor over the period being evaluated 


Schedule Select the rating that best describes the performance of the 
contractor over the period being evaluated 


Cost Control Select the rating that best describes the performance of the 
contractor over the period being evaluated 


Management Select the rating that best describes the performance of the 
contractor over the period being evaluated 


Utilization of Small Business Select the rating that best describes the performance of the 
contractor over the period being evaluated 


Regulatory Compliance Select the rating that best describes the performance of the 
contractor over the period being evaluated 


Other Areas Select the rating that best describes the performance of the 
contractor over the period being evaluated 


(1) Select the rating that best describes the performance of the 
contractor over the period being evaluated 


(2) Select the rating that best describes the performance of the 
contractor over the period being evaluated 


Additional Comments Provide any additional comments regarding the performance of 
the contractor not covered in the questions above 


 








 


April 12, 2016 


 


Hon. Anne Rung     Mr. Jeff Koses 


Administrator      Senior Procurement Executive 


Office of Federal Procurement Policy   General Services Administration 


Ms. Claire Grady     Mr. William McNally 


Director, Defense Procurement and Acquisition Policy Associate Administrator, Office of Procurement 


Department of Defense     National Aeronautics and Space Administration 


Subject: Streamlining the Collection of Contractor Past Performance Information 


Dear FAR Council Members: 


As part of PSC’s mission to offer actionable recommendations to improve the federal contracting 


process, and to promote collaboration and mutual understanding between government and industry, 


PSC has been reviewing the multiple, non-standard and unique formats and data collection techniques 


used by federal departments, agencies and buying activities relating to collecting contractor past 


performance information. From that review and our discussion with government and industry, PSC 


developed two model forms—a Past Performance Information Form (PPIF) to be included with 


solicitations, and a Past Performance Questionnaire (PPQ) to solicit feedback from previous customers—


that we believe will standardize and streamline the collection and use of contractor past performance 


information. Developed by members of PSC’s Smart Contracting Working Group,1 these forms 


supplement information already available in the CPARS and PPIRS systems and will greatly reduce the 


administrative cost and burden required of both government officials and bidders to obtain and provide 


meaningful past performance information. The forms we recommend can be adopted administratively; 


no changes to laws or regulations are required. These forms are enclosed with this letter, along with 


supporting information about their potential benefits and use.  


We believe these forms and processes will be most effective if they are integrated into the PPIRS/CPARS 


system and governing regulations—and subsequently into the Integrated Award Environment (IAE). 


Doing so will result in significant time and cost savings for both government and industry (as detailed in 


the attached package of supporting information). As a first step, we recommend that such forms and 


instructions be published in a widely accessible location, and that their use be prescribed (or at least 


encouraged) in agency and governmentwide past performance instruction and guidance.  


                                                           
1 The Smart Contracting Working Group was formed under the Acquisition and Business Policy Council 


(ABPC) of the Professional Service Council (PSC) to work with government to improve the contracting 


process and ultimately to reduce the cost burden on the taxpayer. Commonsense policies and 


consistently applied procedures for how and when the government acquires services can greatly 


enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of the federal acquisition system. In many areas, 


improvements to government business and buying policy—whether through statute, regulations, or 


agency guidance—will lead to positive outcomes that far exceed the magnitude of the changes 


themselves.  
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Thank you for your attention to this matter. We welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your 


staff(s) to further discuss how to improve the past performance information collection process. In the 


interim, if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to let me know. I can be reached at  


703-875-8059 or chvotkin@pscouncil.org.  


Sincerely, 


 
Alan Chvotkin 


Executive Vice President & Counsel 


Enclosures:  PSC Recommended Past Performance Reporting Forms and Background Information 


CC:  John Tenaglia, DPAP/DoD 


  Julia Wise, OFPP/OMB 



mailto:chvotkin@pscouncil.org






Past Performance Information Form Cost Calculation   
 
In fiscal year 2014, there were approximately 296,491 competed procurement actions.1 Assume that on 
these actions, 3 past performance citations were required and an average of 3 offers were received and 
evaluated. This means that there were a total of approximately 2,668,419 instances where a past 
performance citation was specified, responded to and evaluated. 
 
The computation of costs associated with this activity and potential annual savings achievable by using a 
Standard Past Performance Information Form are shown in the following table. 
 
Item Description Calculation Result 


A FY 2014 total number of competed procurements 
Analysis of FPDS data via 


USASpending.gov 296,491 


B Average number of PP citations in each solicitation estimate 3 
C Average number of offerors per solicitation estimate 3 
D Total number of PP citations prepared by industry A*B*C 2,668,419 


E Amount of time spent by acquisition personnel to prepare 
a unique PP solicitation instruction/format estimate 2 hours 


F Amount of time spent by industry to respond to a unique 
PP solicitation instruction/format estimate 12 hours 


G Amount of time spent by government personnel to 
evaluate a unique PP solicitation instruction/format estimate 3 hours 


H Cost of E E*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 94 


I Cost of F F*(Proposal Team blended rate 
hourly cost ($90)) $ 1,080 


J Cost of G G*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 141 


K 
Amount of time to use standard PPI form in solicitation for 
government estimate 1 hour 


L Amount of time to respond to standard PPI form for 
industry 


estimate 6 hours 


M 
Amount of time to evaluate standard PPI form for 
government estimate 2 hours 


N Cost of K K*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 47 


O Cost of L L*(Proposal Team blended rate 
hourly cost ($90)) $ 540 


P Cost of M M*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 94 


Q Total cost associated with the way PP solicitation 
instructions and responses are accomplished now  (A*H)+ (D*J)+(D*I) $ 3,286,009,753 


R Total cost associated with using standard PPI form in 
solicitation instructions and responses  (A*N)+(D*P)+(D*O) $ 1,705,712,723 


S Savings by implementing standard PPI form Q-R 
$ 1,580,297,030 


 


 
 


                                                           
1 Estimate based on FEDMINE.us analysis of Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS) data accessed via 
USASpending.gov and additional sources.  
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Past Performance Questionnaire Cost Calculation 
 
In fiscal year 2014, there were approximately 296,491 competed professional services procurement actions.1 
Assume that on 50% of these actions, 3 past performance questionnaires were required and an average of 3 
offers were received and evaluated. This means that there were a total of approximately 1,334,210 instances 
where a past performance questionnaire was specified, responded to and evaluated. 
 
The computation of costs associated with this activity and potential annual savings achievable by using a 
Standard PPQ Form are shown in the following table. 
 


Item Description Calculation Result 


A FY 2014 total number of competed procurements 
Analysis of FPDS data via 


USASpending.gov 296,491 


B Average number of PPQs in each solicitation estimate 3 
C Average number of offerors per solicitation estimate 3 
D Total number of PPQs prepared by industry & government A*B*C*.5 1,334,210 


E Amount of time spent by acquisition personnel to prepare a 
unique PPQ instruction/format estimate 2 hours 


F Amount of time spent by industry to respond to a unique 
PPQ solicitation instruction/format estimate 12 hours 


G Amount of time spent by government to respond to a 
unique PPQ solicitation instruction/format estimate 3 hours 


H Amount of time spent by government personnel to evaluate 
a unique PP solicitation instruction/format estimate 3 hours 


I Cost of E E*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 94 


J Cost of F F*(Proposal Team blended rate 
hourly cost ($90)) 


$ 1,080 


K Cost of G G*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 141 
L Cost of H H*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 141 


M 
Amount of time to use standard PPQ form in solicitation for 
government estimate 1 hour 


N Amount of time to respond to standard PPQ form for 
industry estimate 6 hours 


O Amount of time to respond to standard PPQ form for 
government estimate 2 hours 


P Amount of time to evaluate standard PPI form for 
government estimate 2 hours 


Q Cost of M M*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 47 


R Cost of N N*(Proposal Team blended rate 
hourly cost ($90)) $ 540 


S Cost of O O*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 94 
T Cost of P P*(GS-12 hourly cost ($47)) $ 94 


U Total cost associated with the way PPQ solicitation 
instructions and responses are accomplished now  (A*.5*I)+ (D*J)+(D*K)+(D*I) $ 1,768,420,570 


V Total cost associated with using standard PPQ form in 
solicitation instructions and responses  


(A*.5*Q)+(D*R)+(D*S)+(D*T) $ 978,272,055 


W Savings by implementing standard PPQ form U-V $ 790,148,515 
 
 


                                                           
1 Estimate based on FEDMINE.us analysis of Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS) data accessed via USASpending.gov 
and additional sources. 








Reference Offeror Name: Role on this Solicitation:          Prime             Subcontractor
Reference Offeror CAGE Code: Reference Offeror DUNS:
Contract Number, Order Number or Other Identifier:
Contract Name: Contract Type(s):
Primary Location(s) and Addresses of Performance:


Agency/Customer Name and Location Name:
Agency/Customer Technical POC Agency/Customer Contractual POC
Name: Name:
Title: Title:
E-mail: E-mail:
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